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Exclusive: The Dossier uncovers WEF-

Gates Event 201 launch announcement

from Davos 2019

"The exercise will be called Event 201 in honor of the... potential pandemic."

Jordan Schachtel
Nov 3

234 107

The Dossier has obtained the audio from the �rst announcement for Event 201,

the Gates Foundation and World Economic Forum sponsored war-game

simulation that took place in October 2019, in which a �ctional coronavirus

passed from an animal reservoir to humans, where organizers warned of a

“similar pandemic in the future.”

The announcement was once available on the internet but pulled of�ine for

reasons unknown. The Dossier has unearthed the audio clip that con�rms the

plan for Event 201 was hatched at the WEF’s Davos 2019. The theme of Davos

that year was “Globalization 4.0� Shaping a Global Architecture in the Age of

the Fourth Industrial Revolution.”

The Dossier is a reader-supported publication.
To receive new posts and support my work,

please consider becoming a paid subscriber.

The remarkable similarities and the timing between Event 201 and the actual

coronavirus pandemic has led to questions about whether the parties to the
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simulation had prior knowledge of what would happen in the coming weeks

and months ahead. Moreover, the stakeholders who sponsored and

participated in Event 201 would unanimously bene�t enormously from the

pandemic and wield monopolistic power in pandemic policymaking.

As the Dossier recently reported, we discovered that the �rst public

announcement for Event 201 was made on the sidelines of the World Economic

Forum’s 2019 annual meeting in Davos. Thanks to the work of our valuable

online sleuths, we’ve obtained the recorded audio from the panel, which was

not available online.

[Hey The Dossier readers, please check out CrowdHealth, my new sponsor.

I’m a paying CrowdHealth customer and I just decided to partner with them to

help �x the healthcare system.

You’re challenging the traditional status quo, then why are you still paying

expensive insurance premiums?

Experience the freedom and affordability of cash payments and community-

funded healthcare with CrowdHealth. Use promo code “DOSSIER” during sign-

up for a special discounted subscription offer.]

Before we get to the clip, here’s some background:

On January 23, 2019, Tom Inglesby, the director of the Johns Hopkins Center

for Health Security, announced the plan for Event 201, in partnership with the

Gates Foundation and the World Economic Forum. His organization would

later host the event in New York City just weeks before the pandemic broke

out. Inglesby, for his part, would later become a senior adviser in the Biden

White House. He tweeted out the announcement after he delivered his

https://www.joincrowdhealth.com/?referral_code=DOSSIER
https://www.joincrowdhealth.com/?referral_code=DOSSIER
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remarks. As the Dossier has reported, the �rst person to retweet the

announcement was Ron Klain, who would later become the Biden White House

chief of staff

Tom Inglesby, MD 
@T_Inglesby

Excited to announce today that @JHSPH_CHS + @wef + @gatesfoundation 
partnering in Oct 2019 exercise called "Event 201" that will engage leaders from 
global business, national governments, international orgs in response to novel 
pandemic #Davos2019 1/2

9:27 AM ∙ Jan 23, 2019

98 Likes 49 Retweets

Tom Inglesby, MD 
@T_Inglesby

Event 201 will shine light on need for pub health, global business, science, finance, 
security & political leadership to be fully engaged + working for common purposes to 
meet challenge of new pandemic. Business will need gov, and gov will need business 
#wef #Davos2019 2/2

9:33 AM ∙ Jan 23, 2019

30 Likes 15 Retweets

Inglesby made the Event 201 announcement during a panel on “Acting Against

A Risk That Business Cannot Ignore,” which took place in the SDG (short for

U.N. Sustainable Development Goals) tent at Davos 2019. The panel was

sponsored by UPS and Johnson & Johnson. It featured top executives at J&J and

Merck, the executive director of the Bill Gates-controlled Global Fund, and the

president of the UPS Foundation.

Heather Haines 
@HeatherRHaines

https://dossier.substack.com/p/pre-pandemic-event-201-coronavirus
https://twitter.com/T_Inglesby/status/1088005353449635840?s=20&t=0nLBYehWCx1goIo-mF-0ZA
https://twitter.com/T_Inglesby/status/1088005353449635840?s=20&t=0nLBYehWCx1goIo-mF-0ZA
https://twitter.com/T_Inglesby/status/1088006902745829377?s=20&t=EhwkOMuUf_PDvYJMiCDpPA
https://twitter.com/T_Inglesby/status/1088006902745829377?s=20&t=EhwkOMuUf_PDvYJMiCDpPA
https://twitter.com/HeatherRHaines/status/1087976364983111680?s=20&t=gGGSpYXT-geXy-aGET1h3A
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For epidemic readiness session, Richard Edelman on the number of journalists 
covering health being significantly diminished.  @EdelmanPR   @JNJNews   @UPS 
@TheENDFund  #WEF19 

7:32 AM ∙ Jan 23, 2019

4 Likes 2 Retweets

The Dossier has transcribed some of the audio from Inglesby’s announcement

“highlighting an upcoming event,” which is available in full below. Here are

some of the interesting quotes:

“Now imagine that in this coming year, with 200 epidemic events already

straining resources around the world, we have an event two hundred and one.

Event 201. But this event is the severe pandemic that we’ve all been preparing

for and working to avoid and mitigate.”

“So how would the WHO and national governments respond if this occurred in

2019? What would be the impact on global business?”

https://twitter.com/HeatherRHaines/status/1087976364983111680?s=20&t=gGGSpYXT-geXy-aGET1h3A
https://twitter.com/HeatherRHaines/status/1087976364983111680?s=20&t=gGGSpYXT-geXy-aGET1h3A
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“And could global businesses help national governments and international

NGOs, UN organizations, to dramatically diminish the impact of the pandemic.”

“We are excited to announce that our Center is working with WEF (World

Economic Forum) and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation to hold a major

pandemic exercise in October of 2019 which will draw together global business

and the WHO and national government to consider these issues and shine a

light on them and see if we can identify paths forward.”

“The exercise will be called Event 201 in honor of the, uh, potential pandemic.

It will involve global business leaders, of�cials from national governments and

international organizations.”

“Bill Gates has emphasized over and over again in his public announcements

how important it is to have security aligned with national government and

public health in a pandemic event like this.

“It has even led to the development of new vaccines and the stockpiling of

vaccines, and major legislation has resulted.”

“To get a scope of the kinds of challenges and intensity of the exercise we are

planning for October of 2019, we have a very short movie trailer that came … to

get you in the mood of what this exercise is going to be like.”

*trailer clip plays*

Quotes from trailer:

“We are continuing our coverage of a new and deadly infectious disease.”

“The creation and intentional release of the clade-x virus.

“Federal quarantine on this scale is unprecedented”

“The question everywhere: when will there be a vaccine?”
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“They know that we don’t have a vaccine yet. They want vaccines to be

prioritized.”

“More than 40 countries are reporting outbreaks and many more are suspected

of having cases.”

“What the world will look like when it’s done is still very uncertain.”

*Back to Inglesby*

“We know that exercises can unsettle people, can open eyes, and generate new

action.”

The Dossier has provided the audio obtained from the full panel. The Inglesby

announcement begins at 45�45 in the audio clip below.

1.0× 0:00 -55:10
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Writes KW NORTON KW Norton Borders Nov 3

This is truly a great post, thanks. I have been writing about this or talking about it to anyone
willing to listen since I first became aware of it. I only focused on the bits and pieces as I
became aware of them. Still shocks me that with all of the WEF material freely available on
their website and with every politician and MS media outlet spouting their little slogans that
so few people know of their real role. WEF and Bilderberg. The world's great country clubs
for demented kleptocrats!

46 Reply Gift a subscription Collapse

Bandit Nov 3

Great work finding this, Jordan!
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